2020 Vision: Ten Millionaires
Within five years, 2020, we will
have coached ten optimistic,
dedicated
and
ethical
entrepreneurs to each create a
business worth $1,000,000 or
more.
Since Peak Pathways was founded in 2003 we have helped
hundreds of clients and their employees to improve their
businesses and their careers in numerous ways. Helping these
people achieve their goals has been very satisfying, rewarding
and the primary reason why the business was started. However,
as our name implies, our objective has been to help people find
their way to the top, the peak, of their business or career.
Getting further up the mountain certainly is positive progress
and a significant accomplishment but anything short of
reaching the peak is not achieving full potential. We know we
have not reached our own full potential, our own peak.
Therefore, to reach it, we have set a BHAG – Big Hairy
Audacious Goal – to have coached ten optimistic, dedicated
and ethical entrepreneurs to each build a business worth
$1,000,000 or more by 2020.
At the risk of sounding arrogant, we know we can achieve this
BHAG sooner than 2020 but only if there are people;
individuals, couples, or partners who have dreams of time and
financial freedom and want to be coached to find their
pathways to the peak and realize their full potential. We
welcome inquiries and applications from aspiring business
owners who are optimistic, coachable, ethical, and dedicated to
helping others while achieving their own dreams of time and
financial freedom.
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The ProfileXT®
Overview
The ProfileXT® is a multipurpose, total
person employee assessment used for pre
employment screening, selection,
development, training, managing, and
succession planning. This employee
assessment measures how well an
individual fits specific jobs in your
organization, and the results can be used
during the training or succession
planning stages. ProfileXT® is
customizable, and peak job performance
models can be developed by company,
position, manager, or geography.
Purpose
The ProfileXT® is used as a prehire
screening tool to find the bestmatched
candidate for a particular job. It is also
used to develop job descriptions and job
performance models.
Learn more here.
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What Do Your Customers
Really Want?
The answer to this question is simple: what customers want is a
product or service. It’s inherent in the very nature of the
definition of “customer”—“one that purchases a commodity or
service.” So it’s a perfect setup, right? You have a product, so
you must have customers. No? You say you don’t have
customers? Well, maybe what customers want is more than just
a product or service. In addition to these, what customers want
is effective customer service skills.
Customers want to know they’re valued. When it comes to
customer service, show genuine appreciation toward the people
who pay your salary. Go the extra mile to learn their name and
listen to them. Take their concerns to heart. Treat customers
like a friend, or at least a very good acquaintance.
Customers want to know they’re cared about. Always be
looking out for their best interests. Your job is more than
supplying a product or service; your job is making people’s
lives better, in some way or another. Try to go above and
beyond with your customer service skills. If someone
accidentally calls your place of business trying to order a
pizza, why not take a couple of seconds to provide the correct
number by Googling it for them? Maybe they’ll remember,
maybe they won’t, but you’ll have demonstrated a genuine
care using your customer service skills.
Customers want to be able to trust you. Salespeople in
particular have got a bad rep over the years because of “snake
oil salesmen” shouting false promises from the back of a
caravan. If a customer emails you, respond as soon as possible
and certainly within 24 hours. Pick up customers’ phone calls
on the second ring with a pleasant, caring greeting, and
respond to voicemails in a timely fashion. What customers
want is followup and followthrough; without that, trust and
reliability are lost.
Customers want you to know what you’re talking about.
Learn your product and stay up to date. In the technology age,
customers already have a pretty good understanding of what
you have to offer. You should, too. If you’re going to try to sell
ice to an Eskimo, you’d better know more than that it’s cold.
You should at least understand the Wegener–Bergeron–
Findeisen process, and know that falling ice is formed when
droplets of twopart hydrogen and onepart oxygen are
vaporized and frozen in mixed phase clouds.
Above all, what customers want is to interact with someone
who is genuine, professional, real, informed, and not only

ProfileXT® Helps Auto Sales Company
Drive Increases.
People in the auto business know the
importance of superb service and regular
maintenance, so it makes sense that a
Maine auto group, founded more than
100 years ago, would use Profiles
International to help develop and
maintain its workforce. With help from
Profiles International’s assessments, the
auto group has been able to streamline
their hiring process, maintain a more
effective sales staff, increase sales, and
enhance the relationships between
employees and their managers. With all of
this transpiring, they were able to remain
profitable during a time that many
dealerships closed their doors.
Request the full case study here.

About Peak Pathways
The focus of Peak Pathways is on the
leader with services in five key areas:
Leadership/Executive Coaching helps
leaders to personally grow in areas
important to business.
Executive Career Transition Coaching
starts with choosing the career,
successfully searching for the right
employer & emphasizes success
transitioning into the new role &
responsibilities.
Team Development is working with staff
members at various levels to reach new
heights of productivity & personal
satisfaction.
Team Selection & Hiring Practices
develops strategic plans & routines to
create a top performing organization by
having top performers in every job.
Stress Assessment and Control utilizing
Emotional Intelligence & other
assessment tools.
Key Professional Affiliations:
Profiles International Inc.
The Hudson Institute of Santa Barbara

looking out for their best interests. Customers really do matter
to the success of your company, so treat them right. Don’t gloss
over their requests or insult their intelligence—after all, you
should be more knowledgeable than them when it comes to
your product or service. Choose the words you use wisely:
customers in a hotel or restaurant, for example, are “guests,”
whereas customers in a retail store are “business partners” and
should be treated as such. What customers want is a product,
not a pitch. They understand that you’re human, too, and if you
treat them with respect, they’ll understand occasional
imperfections. Just be real with them. Be humble and gracious
with them, and you’ll ultimately provide customers with what
they want.
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For more information please visit our
website.
Past issues of Peak Perspectives can be
viewed here.

